
HOW TO WRITE A MAGAZINE ARTICLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Learn more on how to write the perfect interview article for a magazine. Get tips and tricks on how to choose questions,
structure the article and.

My best advice is to stay present and not let the worries take over. What is their outlook for the future?
Moreover, you can insert some of the main answers as quotes to break the article and make it less boring.
Think about the answers you want to receive When preparing your questions, think about what you want your
reader to say. Your guest and audience will thank you for it. Prepare for your interviews. And so do the editors
who will consider buying your work. What attracted you to this cause? By Allena Tapia Updated January 19,
A profile is a feature with one very pivotal point and focusâ€”a certain individual who is noteworthy or
exemplary in some way. You can either read their biography, previous interviews or read about their current
projects, interests and the list can go on. Spell names right. It is not necessary to let them see the interview
ahead of time; however, there are occasions when they would want to see it before publication. Don't overuse
direct quotes. Don't ask an author what the book's about - read it! You're busy jotting down the information
you think you needâ€”today, right now, before you've really begun fleshing out your profile. Outlining your
story is the best way to start. Now wrap things up with your conclusion. You'll want to limit this period of lag
time to a day or two at most, however. Once you set your sights on a particular person to interview, do your
footwork and do some research about this individual. Or seek a certain topic worth discussing and develop
some questions around it. This gives people time to formulate their thoughts and say what they really want to
say, rather than putting the pressure on in-person. It can be quite challenging to write this type of article, so
here are some tips and tricks that will help you in your quest on how to write an interview article for a
magazine. Transfer the recording to tape, pop the tape into the machine, and begin typing with a handy little
foot pedal that lets you pause the recording when you need to catch up. This rarely reveals anything
meaningful about a person. Make sure to research the subject of your profile before beginning your interview.


